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INHERITANCE 
 
I.  
 
my grandmothers rooted themselves 
at the banks of grey, Californian waters 
 
along irrigation ditches where la llorona wept each night 
 
 beckoning lost children home 

into the water. 
   
my grandmothers were immigrants: 
one Irish and the other so Mexican 
her father pushed the family north   
along flattened cattle trails  
 
as Pancho Via rode from one village to the next 
stealing women like horses 
 
girls covered in silver. bridled. 
 
yet somehow my grandmother escaped,  
she became rough as tree bark  
while attempting to leech silty, Middle-class America  
through the soles of her feet 
 
my grandmothers  
both  

leaned into the sun 
and suburbia, chasing their children 
 
as they drifted further and further  
from mother’s branches. 
 
everyone stiffening   
in their new identities: starched. Americana. 
green card holder.  
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one 
grandmother tips the bottle back. 
mother can barely keep up.  

 
the other 
 untrusting.  

watch your father prove  
 he is not a conquistador.  
 
our families rested beneath the mesquite trees 
grandmothers pressing us to drink up   
 
and taste it all: the sweetness of these great, American waters.  
 
 
II.  
 
when I left, I was searching  
for a great rucksack-revolution 
 
the kind pain-riddled poets 
cracked their jaws against  
in the pages of their paperbacks 
 

(typed refusals to participate  
in the great catch twenty-two of American life 
that I adapted as a roadmap) 

 
I was looking for something uncharted 
a kind of release only found  
along dusty, unkempt paths 
 
where success doesn’t look like the suburbs 
 
and I could abandon the incessant, immigrant obligations 
passed down to me by my abuelita. 
I’d simply slip them from my pack 
and let them fall 
 
I say  
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let someone else prove it to the neighbors 
let someone else park their BMW on the lawn 
 
because I’m looking for a something more delicate 
something to unearth and hide inside my pack 
despite the weight of it 
 
something to be cherished  
and I’ll only find it, I know, 
if I follow my feet 
 
dip my toes into the water 
let the rain drum against my cap 
leave the coals burning  
 
and before I know it, a whole river 
will rush right into me 
 
unspoiled and clean.  
 
 
III.  
 
there is something familiar in the carrying. 
a safety, maybe, in the tightening of the shoulder straps 
cinching me to the earth  
 
pinning me to this trail 
 
there’s a certain recognition  
resting in the spoken words  
 

Alice, I feel your weight  
against me 

 
syllables hinging me 
under the weight until we lean  
precariously  
 
into the coming miles 
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each marker becoming a quiet reminder  
that I have yet to find it: 
 
release. of obligation. chase.  
 
 Alice, I feel you softening  
 on my back 
 where I’ve broken you  
 in 
   
there’s something in this, in the soles  
of my feet, reverberating up  
and into  
 
my waist strap 
filling my hollowed spaces  
with dust and grit 
 
Alice. 
is this your power? 
is it you that draws me back to the road?  
 

Alice, we cannot stop here, 
you cannot go back 

 
to the border.  
grandmother sleeps there. I can still feel her 
resting in the branches, rooting me in mesquite.  
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VOLUME 
 

 
half-breed and Hispanic 
I am acutely  
aware  
 
of the irrelevance 
of racial slurs.  
 
"Spic!" 
 
the word blasts through  
their mouths like dynamite 
 
thinning out and hollowing 
 
my thoughts until  
I resemble a  
 
jack o’lantern 

with leering smile  
and colored skin  
my teeth  
spitting 

 
"wetbacks" back at them 
like watermelon seeds.  
 
I refuse to swallow the bigotry 
 
I close my eyes, instead, hoping  
to quietly absorb the dusty memories of  
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the surrounding landscape  
 
a place once unfettered and 
 
undefined by  
settlers  
 
and  
their claims to  
bodies  
 
of land – women – water 
 
I roll "property rights"  
and “minority” 
around on my tongue 
push them against the roof of  
my mouth 
 
where they leave me with a bitter taste 
and the sharp sting of  
empty promises 

 
voluminous, 
empty promises 
 
from men with  
voluminous 
 
pockets. 
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GO KID  
 
 
so I’m walking down main street thinking  
first person present tense I’m tired of this brown town bearing. 
it's brown streets  
             brown sand  
                  brown skin  
                           we're all brow beaten and dumbed down and  
we can’t find no metro, they say, 
no grammar anyway  
but I keep walking I - I keep to myself I 

look back stagger my steps  
as I catch a glimpse of it:  

 
that house of trains we all stutter into  
looking for a ticket out 
 
of  
the dust and wind  
the suffocating heat of border patrol vans and corner stores  
where your sister bought you dime bags and angry mothers   
pinned you to the culture in a past-tense-run-on-run-kid-run-
RUN! sort of way  
 
the direction doesn’t matter - never did - 
as long as I go we go everyone stack chin over shoulder 
 
watch the miles slip by  
under the glare of the sun. 
 
the land will stick to our skin like dirt  
until all we see is adobe and all we feel is the Rio Grande 
pulsing muddy water through our veins  
 
I tell myself do it. decide. leave. leap up and out and  
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only return when your mother calls you home  
 
to your heritage. Let the porchlight burn, kid 
feel your lines blur one more time  
against the border fence that never kept anyone out of El Paso  
 
and then go kid. go, go.  
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HOOF SPLIT 
 
 
my mother reminds me of Pancho Villa, 

of wild horses coiling 
under the whip. 

 
she stands with her head high - ears back - hoof split 
stomping the ground in the quiet rhythm of life, 
spit lathered from the heat of it.  
 
she is a war cry, pressed between my lips. 
 
they cinch her in 
 
I watch as she shakes her frame in opposition 
chomping the bit because they want her belly up, 
she says, tethered to men 
 
but my mother is a wooden heart 
 
a cow kick poised and ready and 
  
she will slip the saddle like a mule 
braying her wrath into the sky until it tears at the seams 
my mother is a spur with words 

pressed against the back of a 
spotted horse 

  
she is painted red. 

 
 
 

caballero beware.   
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DOG DAYS  
 
 

the pitcher rises 
knee jacked and  
spit fly he  
tucks the curveball  
 
round  
and  
round  
 
in attempts 
to mimic the 
great babe  
in both feat 
and frowning 
capability 
 
like dogs  
sniffing  
ass 
 
great men  
must compare  
 
often insist 
 
on erecting 
monuments 
and obelisks 
in their name 
 
while  
the corners of 
great women 
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